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Outskirts Press, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 280 x 210 mm. Language:
English Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Hiam nda: Lexicon, Dictionary and thesaurus
is a document that contains over seven thousand words in first, the Jaba language or Hiam nda -
(Hiam Ham), with their definitions in both the Hausa and English languages. However, besides just
comm definition of word in the Jaba language, this document attempts to also provide the
grammatical aspect of and for the the Jaba language. This is the first attempt to provide a
grammatical approach to writing the, ever. This edition also contains, some Bible verses, popular
old but also traditional Christian (evangelical) songs translated from the old Hausa hymnal into
Hiam nda; Furthermore, it also contains, names of some of some of the topographical
(geographical) structures, like rivers, mountains or hills; common names, of people, trees, plants
and animal and some short stories and or tales written in hiam Ham. While this book is not, by any
stretch of the imagination, exhaustive, nevertheless, it is by far the most comprehensive document
that might contain the largest number of words, idioms and idiomatic expression in the language of
the Jaba...
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The book is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. You wont feel monotony at at any moment of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding if you request me).
-- Da r en Ra ynor  II--  Da r en Ra ynor  II

This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejua n Rippin-- Dejua n Rippin
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